PROJECT NAME:

BUILDING PERMIT #:

APN:

SITE ADDRESS:

We have been advised that you are installing an emergency generator at this facility. To assist us with Fire Department Emergency Operations, please reviewed the required wording from the National Electrical Code Section 70-90b. The sign must be permanent with 1-inch minimum letters contrasting with the background color. Prior to the Fire Department Final for this project, this sign (or approved alternate) must be posted and maintained at the following location(s):

☐ Main Exterior Electrical Shut Off

☐ Meter

☐ As follows: _______________________

THIS SERVICE CONNECTION IS FED BY A SECONDARY EMERGENCY GENERATOR LOCATED AT

(fill in location of system d/c disconnect, inverter and transformer components)

For additional information, please contact:

______________________________

(831) _______________________

______________________________

(831) _______________________

______________________________

(831) _______________________